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CROSS-MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
 

Pursuant to Rule 56, Fed. R. Civ. P., Federal Defendants hereby cross-move for summary 

judgment as a matter of law on all counts in the April 5, 2017 Complaint (ECF No. 1) and on all 

contentions in Plaintiff’s Motion for Summary Judgment and Statement of Points and Authorities 

(ECF No. 19) (“Mot.”).  This cross-motion is supported by the administrative record (“AR”) and by 

Federal Defendants’ Memorandum in Support, which follows. 

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT 

INTRODUCTION 

On January 6, 2017, acting on behalf of then-Secretary Jewell, the Deputy Secretary of the 

Interior approved a determination by the Bureau of Land Management (“BLM”) that mineral lease 

No. MTM53320, in northwestern Montana, should be cancelled.  Seven weeks after Interior 

telephonically notified the Plaintiff, Mr. W.A. “Tex” Moncrief, Jr., that the lease would be 

cancelled (and six weeks after his attorney acknowledged the notice), Interior sent a letter 

explaining that the lease “suffers from significant legal deficiencies” and “was improperly issued.”  

AR at BLM-M000670 (cancellation decision), citing 43 C.F.R. § 3108.3(d) (1983) (“Leases shall 

be subject to cancellation if improperly issued.”).  Plaintiff now asserts that the decision was 

arbitrary, ultra vires, and untimely, and administered without due process of law due to lack of 

notice and an opportunity for a hearing. 

The lease encompassed lands on a portion of the Lewis and Clark National Forest known as 

the “Badger-Two Medicine Area,” named for the Two Medicine River – which rises at the 

continental divide and flows eastward, through the Rocky Mountain Front and across the Blackfeet 

Reservation – and for Badger Creek, a downstream tributary.  This “remote and relatively pristine 

landscape” serves as a critical wildlife corridor for species that range into Glacier National Park, to 
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the north and west, a fact supporting the 2008 decision of the United States Forest Service to 

prohibit snowmobiles and motorized vehicles in the area.  AR BLM-M000671.  The area is also one 

of great significance to the Blackfeet Tribe.  Once a part of the Blackfeet reservation, adjoining to 

the east, the land was ceded to the United States in 1896 but remains “home to the Tribe’s most 

sacred places and sites.”  AR BLM-M000673.  In 2014, it was designated a traditional cultural 

district (“TCD”) under the National Historic Preservation Act (“NHPA”), with the concurrence of 

the Keeper of the National Register (the “Keeper”), the Montana State Historic Preservation 

Officer, the Blackfeet Tribal Historic Preservation Officer, and the Department of Agriculture. 

In 2006, while the NHPA proceedings were in full swing, Congress permanently withdrew 

the Badger-Two Medicine Area from mineral leasing and development, subject to valid existing 

rights.  See Tax Relief and Health Care Act of 2006, Pub. L. No. 109-432, § 403 (Ex. 1).  Section 

403 of the act prevented any further leasing and provided tax incentives to existing lease-holders 

who voluntarily relinquished their leases.  Twenty-nine lease-holders took advantage of the 

incentives; eighteen – including Mr. Moncrief, Solenex LLC, and Devon Energy Production 

Company, LP – did not.  Since 2016, the Department has cancelled all eighteen leases, including 

the lease at issue in this case (No. MTM53320) as well as Lease No. MTM53323, at issue in the 

related case of Solenex LLC v. Zinke, No. 13-993-RJL (D.D.C. filed June 28, 2013) (now submitted 

on the briefs).  No additional leases remain in force.   

In its cancellation decision, the Department explained that BLM had issued the lease 

without complying with either the National Environmental Policy Act (“NEPA”) or the NHPA.  

The Department also explained that “the procedural defects cannot be corrected because the [lease] 

will result in adverse effects to the TCD in ways that cannot be fully mitigated,” and because 

“reissuance . . . would be inconsistent with the policy expressed in an act of Congress.” AR BLM-
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M000680.  In pursuing this course, the Department acted in accord with its authority under Title 43 

of the public land laws, the Mineral Leasing Act (“MLA”), and implementing regulations; it gave a 

seven-week advanced notice of the impending cancellation decision and denied Plaintiff no process 

required by law; and it rationally explained the reasons for the decision.  The Court should reject 

Plaintiff’s contentions to the contrary and enter judgment for Defendants as a matter of law. 

LEGAL BACKGROUND 

I. The Secretary’s Delegated Land-Management Authority under Title 43. 

The Property Clause of the Constitution vests Congress with “the Power to dispose of and 

make all needful Rules and Regulations respecting the Territory or other Property belonging to the 

United States.”  U.S. Const., Art. IV, § 3, cl. 2; see also United States v. City & Cty. of S.F., 310 

U.S. 16, 29 (1940) (stating that the “power over the public land” entrusted to Congress “is without 

limitations” (citing United States v. Gratiot, 14 Pet. 526, 527 (1840)).  In fulfilling this function, 

Congress exercises “the powers both of a proprietor and of a legislature over the public domain.”  

Kleppe v. New Mexico, 426 U.S. 529, 540 (1976), reh’g denied, 429 U.S. 873 (1976).  As relevant 

here, Congress has delegated its “general managerial powers” over public lands to the Secretary.  

Boesche v. Udall, 373 U.S. 472, 476 (1963).  Specifically, Title 43 of the Public Land Laws directs 

the Secretary to perform “all executive duties . . . in anywise respecting such public lands.”  43 

U.S.C. § 2.  Title 43 also charges the Secretary “with the supervision of public business relating to . 

. . [p]ublic lands, including mines.”  43 U.S.C. § 1457; see also 43 U.S.C. § 1201 (directing the 

Secretary “to enforce and carry into execution, by appropriate regulations, every part of the 

provisions of [Title 43] not otherwise specially provided for”).  Under the direction of these 

authorities and other more specific grants, including the MLA, the Secretary carries out the greater 

part of Congress’s virtually unlimited power over federal lands.   
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II. Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 

The MLA, 30 U.S.C. §§ 181-196, provides for leasing and development of oil and gas 

resources, as well as solid minerals such as coal.  See, e.g., 30 U.S.C. §§ 181 (leasing generally), 

201 (coal), 226 (oil and gas).  The Act empowered the Secretary to lease rights to federal minerals, 

see Andrus v. Shell Oil Co., 446 U.S. 657, 659 (1980), and provided the Secretary with the “broad 

powers” of a “leasing agent for the [United States].”  Chapman v. Sheridan-Wyo. Coal Co., 338 

U.S. 621, 627 (1950).  Notably, a mineral lease does not give the lessee “anything approaching the 

full ownership of a fee patentee, nor does it convey an unencumbered interest in the minerals.”  

Boesche, 373 U.S. at 478.  Rather, such leases are subject “to exacting restrictions and continuing 

supervision by the Secretary.”  Id. at 477-78; see, e.g., 30 U.S.C. 226(g) (empowering the Secretary 

to “determine reclamation and other actions as required in the interest of conservation of surface 

resources”); id. (requiring a lessee, before commencing operations, to obtain a “permit to drill” and 

the Secretary’s approval of a “plan of operations covering proposed surface-disturbing activities”). 

Pursuant to Congress’s direction, see 30 U.S.C. § 189, the Secretary has promulgated 

regulations, codified at 43 C.F.R pt. 3100, implementing the Department’s MLA authority.  These 

include the regulation relied on in the cancellation decision, 43 C.F.R. § 3108.3(d), which provides 

that “[l]eases shall be subject to cancellation if improperly issued.”  This is not some newly minted 

authority or agency interpretation.  The final rule embodying this regulation was promulgated in 

1983, following APA notice and comment, and the Notice of Rulemaking announcing its 

promulgation in the Federal Register referred to then-section 3108.3(b), the verbatim antecedent to 

the current rule, as reflecting the Secretary’s “existing practice” in regard to cancellation, that is, 

taking into account the specific circumstances and not assuming cancellation is appropriate simply 

because of a legal defect.  See Minerals Management & Oil & Gas Leasing; Revision of the 
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Regulations Covering Oil & Gas Leasing on Federal Lands, 48 Fed. Reg. 33648, 33655 (Jul. 22, 

1983) (Final Rulemaking) (Ex. 2).  It also bears mention that, although the MLA curtails the 

Secretary’s lease-cancellation authority in some respects, see, e.g., 30 U.S.C. §§ 184(h)(2) and 

188(b), these statutory limitations cannot reasonably be read to prohibit cancellation. 

III.  National Historic Preservation Act 

The NHPA, 54 U.S.C. §§ 300101-320303, requires federal agencies to consider the effects 

of their “undertakings” on historic properties, including traditional cultural properties.  54 U.S.C.  

§ 306108.  NHPA consultation must occur before the agency undertakes its action.  See Ill. 

Commerce Comm’n v. Interstate Commerce Comm’n, 848 F.2d 1246, 1260 (D.C. Cir. 1988) 

(characterizing the NHPA as “a ‘stop, look, and listen’” statute). An “undertaking” is defined as “a 

project, activity, or program . . . including . . . those requiring a Federal permit, license or 

approval.”  36 C.F.R. § 800.16(y).  Leasing of public land for oil and gas development qualifies as 

an NHPA undertaking.  See e.g., Mont. Wilderness Ass’n v. Fry, 310 F. Supp. 2d 1127, 1151-53 (D. 

Mont. 2004).  

NHPA requires the relevant agency, here the Forest Service (as the surface-managing 

authority), to ensure that the appropriate entities are involved in the consultation process.  States are 

represented in the process by State Historic Preservation Officers (“SHPOs”).  If an undertaking 

may affect property of “religious and cultural significance” to a federally recognized Indian tribe, 

the agency must also consult with interested tribes (whether or not the activity is directly occurring 

on tribal property). 54 U.S.C. § 306108; see also 54 U.S.C. § 302706(b).  Tribal governments 

participate in the NHPA process through Tribal Historic Preservation Officers (“THPOs”).  Both 

SHPOs and THPOs assist the federal action agency in identifying historic properties, evaluating 

their significance, and formulating measures to protect significant properties. 
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IV. National Environmental Policy Act 

NEPA serves the dual purpose of informing agency decision makers of the environmental 

effects of proposed federal actions and ensuring that relevant information is made available to the 

public so that they “may also play a role in both the decision making process and the 

implementation of that decision.”  See Robertson v. Methow Valley Citizens Council, 490 U.S. 332, 

349 (1989).  NEPA imposes procedural rather than substantive requirements.  It focuses the 

attention of federal agencies and the public on the environmental impacts of a proposed action so 

that those impacts can be studied before the action is implemented. 42 U.S.C. § 4321; Marsh v. Or. 

Nat. Res. Council, 490 U.S. 360, 371 (1989).  Specifically, NEPA requires a federal agency to 

prepare an Environmental Impact Statement (“EIS”) if the agency proposes to undertake or 

authorize a “major Federal action[] significantly affecting the quality of the human environment[.]”  

42 U.S.C. § 4332(C); 40 C.F.R. § 1502.3.  However, not every major federal action requires an EIS.  

If an agency prepares an environmental assessment, id. § 1508.9, and concludes that project impacts 

will not be significant, it may issue a Finding of No Significant Impact and forego preparation of an 

EIS.  Id. §§ 1501.3, 1501.4(c), (e), 1508.9.  In the case of oil and gas leasing, courts have held that 

an EIS is required, either at the land-use planning stage, where lands are designated as open to 

leasing, or at the lease issuance stage.  See e.g., Sierra Club v. Peterson, 717 F 2d 1409 (D.C. Cir. 

1983); Chihuahuan Grasslands All. v. Norton, 507 F. Supp. 2d 1216, 1219 (D.N.M. 2007), vacated 

on other grounds sub nom. Chihuahuan Grasslands All. v. Kempthorne, 545 F.3d 884 (10th Cir. 

2008). 

FACTUAL AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND 

The Badger-Two Medicine area encompasses approximately 129,500 acres within the Lewis 

and Clark National Forest (“the Forest”), along Montana’s Rocky Mountain Front.  AR BLM-
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M000671.  The area is adjacent to Glacier National Park, the Scapegoat and Bob Marshall 

Wilderness Areas, and the present-day Blackfeet Indian Reservation, and forms part of the 

headwaters of the Missouri River.  Id.  The Badger-Two Medicine area was once a part of the 

Blackfeet reservation, but was ceded to the United States in 1896.  Id.  Nonetheless, the area 

remains “one of the most cultural and religiously significant areas to the Blackfeet People since 

time immemorial.”  Id.; see also AR H-0030, AR FS-6481 

In 1981, after completing an Environmental Assessment (EA) under NEPA (one that did not 

consider the required “no lease” alternative), the Forest Service authorized BLM to offer oil and gas 

leases within the Forest, including within the Badger-Two Medicine area.  AR BLM-M000777-778.  

Without further environmental analysis, BLM issued leases across much of the Forest, including 

Lease No. MTM53320 (the Moncrief lease), effective June 1, 1982. AR BLM-M000763.  The lease 

allowed surface occupancy, subject to specific lease stipulations, AR BLM-M000765-773, based on 

an understanding on the part of BLM and the Forest Service that future surface-disturbing activities 

on leased lands would be analyzed in subsequent NEPA documents.  AR FS-HC-014366.  

However, in the case of the Moncrief lease, neither Mr. Moncrief nor his predecessors-in-interest 

ever submitted any proposal for surface-disturbing activities. 

In the same timeframe, BLM also issued Lease Nos. MTM53323 and MTM25173, and the 

lessees thereafter submitted applications for permits to drill (APDs).  AR A-0001, AR FS-000001, 

AR A-0015, AR FS-001167.   After reviewing the applications, BLM and the Forest Service 

determined that an EIS was required to analyze the APDs, see A-0012, FS-001123, and on February 

23, 1988, published notice in the Federal Register of their intent to prepare one.  See Chevron USA 

& Fina Oil & Chem. Co.; Applications for Permit To Drill Exploratory Oil & Gas Wells on the 

Lewis and Clark Nat’l Forest, Great Falls, MT; Amended Notice of Intent to Prepare an Envtl. 
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Impact Statement, 53 Fed. Reg. 5290 (Feb. 23, 1988); see also AR A-0012, AR FS-001123.  In 

May 1988, as environmental study proceeded, Moncrief’s predecessor requested a suspension of 

operations and production on its lease, which BLM approved.  AR BLM-M000746.  The Final EIS 

for the APDs was issued in 1990.  AR A-0015, AR FS-001165.  About this same time, the Forest 

Service began documenting traditional practices in the Badger-Two Medicine area, a task which 

took several years. 

In 1997, after several years of study, the Forest Service defined a proposed boundary and 

nominated a Traditional Cultural District (“TCD”) in a portion of the Badger-Two Medicine Area.  

AR F3-0008, AR FS 005882-5884.  In 2002, the Keeper of the National Register completed review 

and determined that the TCD was eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places. AR 

F3-0019, AR FS 005942-5959, map at AR F1-0146, AR FS 004000.  In announcing the eligibility 

designation, the Keeper described the Badger-Two Medicine Area as a “remote wilderness area” 

that is associated with “the significant oral traditions and cultural practices of the Blackfeet people, 

who have used the lands for traditional purposes for generations and continue to value the area as 

important to maintaining their community’s continuing cultural identity.” AR F3-0019, AR FS-

005942.  As of 2002, the Solenex proposed well location was to the north and outside of the TCD 

boundary as was a portion of the Moncrief lease.  AR F1-0146, AR FS 004000. 

Work on the NHPA Section 106 process (AR F1-0124, AR FS 003804-003819, AR F1-

0348, AR FS 004726-4741) soon followed, including the determination of consulting parties (AR 

F3-0024, AR FS 005976, AR F3-0026, AR FS 005980) and preliminary determination of the Area 

of Potential Effect (APE) of the proposed Solenex well (AR F1-0115, AR FS 003785-3787, AR F1-

0129, AR FS-003869).  A consulting party meeting under NHPA Section 106 was held in 2003. AR 

F1-0115, AR FS 003772.  In this process, Tribal representatives urged that the entire Badger-Two 
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Medicine area be included in the TCD and provided additional information in support. AR F1-0125, 

AR FS-003824-3832.   

To respond to this information, the Forest Service contracted for review of existing 

information.  This resulted in a compilation of inventoried on-the-ground sites (see AR F2-0018, 

AR FS 005329) and additional analyses, including the “Report on the Inadequacy of the 

Information and Data on which to draw a final boundary for the Badger-Two Medicine Traditional 

Cultural District and the Need for Additional Research.” See AR F2-0027, AR FS 005235.  Based 

on the indicated need for additional information, the Forest Service contracted through the U.S. 

Army Corps of Engineers for additional site work, and for the University of Arizona to conduct 

additional ethnographic work.  See AR F2-0029 through F2-0040, AR FS 005330 through FS 

005411.  The Forest Service received the report documenting the cultural resource inventory within 

the northern portion of the Rocky Mountain-1/Badger-Two Medicine Unit in September, 2004.  See 

AR F2-0041, AR FS-005412, AR F2-0045, AR FS-005436].  The University of Arizona prepared 

four additional ethnographic studies, in 2006, 2007, 2008, and 2012. See AR F2-0057, AR FS 

005466, AR F2-0058, AR FS 005606, AR F2-0059, AR FS 005607, AR F2-0060, AR FS 005608. 

In 2012, the Forest Service completed its final report proposing an expansion of the 

boundaries of the TCD and sought concurrence in accord with the NHPA Section 106 process.  See 

AR F3-0044, AR FS 006010, Map at AR F1-0349, AR FS 004742.  The TCD with the proposed 

expansion now covered all federally owned, Forest Service managed lands in the Badger-Two 

Medicine Area.  The Solenex APD and the Moncrief lease are within the expanded boundary.  In 

2013, both the Montana State Historic Preservation Officer and the Blackfeet Tribal Historic 

Preservation Officer concurred with the TCD boundaries established in the final report, and the 
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Keeper followed suit in May 2014. AR F1-0331, AR FS 004620, AR H-0023, AR FS 006462.  

Together, these concurrences resulted in the expansion of the TCD. AR H-0023, AR FS 006462. 

Once a determination of the boundaries of the TCD had been made, the Forest Service and 

BLM continued the NHPA Section 106 process, which included a consultation meeting to 

determine the Area of Potential Effects (see 36 CFR § 800.4), given the expanded boundary, and to 

attempt to develop mitigation measures for the effects of the Solenex APD that would be acceptable 

to consulting parties.  See AR H-007, AR FS 006312, AR H-0020, AR FS 006459, AR H-0021, AR 

FS 006460.  The Blackfeet Tribe and many others remained opposed to any development of the 

area, which is home to the Tribe’s most sacred places and sites, see AR H-0036, AR FS 006504, 

AR H-0037, AR FS 006505, and consultation efforts were unsuccessful in identifying mitigation 

measures agreeable to the Blackfeet Tribe.  AR H-007, FS 006312.  For this and other reasons, in 

late 2014, the Forest Service made a determination of adverse effects under NHPA. AR H-0040, 

AR FS 006543, AR H-0039, AR FS 006532.  The Forest Service notified the Advisory Council on 

Historic Preservation (ACHP) of the adverse effects finding and, as one of the final steps mandated 

in the NHPA Section 106 process, asked ACHP for assistance and advice in continuing to seek 

ways to avoid, minimize, or mitigate the adverse effects. AR H-0041, AR FS 006545] 

ACHP representatives participated in an additional consultation meeting in April 2015. 

Despite these efforts, the Blackfeet Tribe and many others remained opposed.  Given the concerns, 

the Blackfeet Tribe terminated NHPA Section 106 consultation on July 7, 2015.  AR H-0050, AR 

FS 006567.  Termination of the NHPA process by the Blackfeet signaled that the Forest Service 

and BLM were reaching the end of the formal NHPA Section 16 process.   Following Tribal 

termination, ACHP held a field hearing on September 2, 2015. AR H-0055, AR FS 006582.  On 

September 21, 2015, ACHP provided comments on the impacts to the TCD if operations 
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contemplated in the pending APD and reasonably foreseeable future operations were allowed to 

proceed to the heads of the agency per 36 CFR800.7.  See AR H-0056, AR FS 006584-6591.  On 

the same day, ACHP recommended that the Departments of the Interior and Agriculture cancel the 

Solenex lease and ensure that future mineral development does not occur.  AR H-0056, AR FS 

006583, AR FS 006592.  Specifically, ACHP found: 

If implemented, the Solenex exploratory well along with the reasonably foreseeable 
full field development would be so damaging to the TCD that the Blackfeet Tribe’s 
ability to practice their religious and cultural traditions in this area as a part of their 
community life and development would be lost.  The cumulative effects of full field 
development, even with the mitigation measures proposed by Solenex, would result 
in serious and irreparable degradation of the historic values of the TCD that sustain 
the Tribe. The ACHP further recommends that the Secretary of the Interior, working 
with the Secretary of Agriculture, take the steps necessary to terminate the remaining 
leases in the TCD, in a manner consistent with addressing the Solenex lease. 

 
AR FS 006590.  This marked the final step in the NHPA Section 106 process.  At this point, the 

decision makers were required to take into account the Council’s comments in reaching a final 

decision.  36 CFR800.7(c)(4).  The Department of Agriculture then recommended that the 

Department cancel the Solenex lease and the remaining leases in the TCD.  BLM-000148. 

On March 17, 2016, BLM disapproved the APD for the Solenex lease and cancelled the 

lease. That decision is being challenged in Solenex.  On November 16, 2016, BLM disapproved the 

APD for the Devon lease and cancelled that lease and fourteen other leases held by Devon.  AR 

BLM-M000674-675.  Devon sought refunds but did not challenge the cancellations.  AR BLM-

M000666-668.  On November 17, 2017, Donato Judice, BLM’s Deputy State Director for the 

Montana/Dakotas State Office, contacted a representative of Moncrief Oil and informed him that 

the Moncrief lease would be cancelled, similar to the cancellation of Devon’s fifteen oil and gas 

leases.  AR BLM-M000665. 
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On January 6, 2017, the Deputy Secretary approved BLM’s determination that the Moncrief 

was improperly issued and should be cancelled.  AR BLM-M000670-682.  The cancellation 

decision explained that the Forest Service had authorized the lease, and BLM had issued it, without 

complying with the NEPA and NHPA.  With respect to NEPA, the letter explained that the agencies 

had failed to prepare an EIS to inform their decision making.  And it noted that the agencies had 

allowed surface-disturbing activities to proceed without full prior analysis of the environmental 

consequences and without complete information about cultural resources.  A proper review, the 

letter explained, would have disclosed significant potential adverse effects to those resources.  The 

letter also noted that the legal violations had not been corrected, and could not be, because Congress 

had, in 2006, permanently prohibited new oil and gas leasing in the Badger-Two Medicine Area.  

Id. at 679; see also Tax Relief and Health Care Act of 2006, Pub. L. No. 109-432, § 403.  As a 

result, the lease could not be reissued.  Plaintiff filed this action on April 5, 2017. 

STANDARD OF REVIEW 

The Court reviews the Secretary’s lease-cancellation decision using the standards for 

judicial review prescribed by the APA.  Lujan v. Nat'l Wildlife Fed’n, 497 U.S. 871, 872 (1990).  

The Secretary’s decision may be set aside if he acted “in excess of statutory jurisdiction, authority, 

or limitations, or short of statutory right[.]”  5 U.S.C. § 706(2)(C).  The Secretary’s interpretation of 

the scope of his or her powers under a statute that he administers is entitled to deference under 

Chevron U.S.A., Inc. v. NRDC, Inc., 467 U.S. 837 (1984) (“Chevron”); accord City of Arlington, 

Tex. v. FCC, 569 U.S. 290, 306 (2013).  The Secretary’s view of his or her authority “governs if it 

is a reasonable interpretation of the statute – not necessarily the only possible interpretation, nor 

even the interpretation deemed most reasonable by the court[].”  Entergy Corp. v. Riverkeeper Inc., 

556 U.S. 208, 218 (2009) (citation omitted). 
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The Secretary’s decision may also be set aside upon a showing that it was “arbitrary, 

capricious, an abuse of discretion, or otherwise not in accordance with law.” 5 U.S.C. § 706(2)(A).  

This standard of review is “narrow and a court is not to substitute its judgment for that of the 

agency.”  Motor Vehicle Mfrs. Ass’n v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins., 463 U.S. 29, 43 (1983).  “To 

survive review under the ‘arbitrary and capricious’ standard, an agency must ‘examine the relevant 

data and articulate a satisfactory explanation for its action including a rational connection between 

the facts found and the choice made.’” PPL Wallingford Energy LLC v. Fed. Energy Regulatory 

Comm'n, 419 F.3d 1194, 1198 (D.C. Cir. 2005)) (quoting Motor Vehicle Mfrs. Ass’n, 463 U.S. at 

43).  A reviewing court “‘will uphold [an agency’s] findings, though of less than ideal clarity, if the 

agency's path may be reasonably discerned . . . .’”  WildEarth Guardians v. Salazar, 741 F. Supp. 

2d 89, 97 (D.D.C. 2010) (quoting Hall v. McLaughlin, 864 F.2d 868, 872 (D.C.Cir.1989)) (internal 

quotation marks omitted) (alterations in original).  “‘[T]he party challenging an agency’s action as 

arbitrary and capricious bears the burden of proof.’”  City of Olmsted Falls, OH v. FAA, 292 F.3d 

261, 271 (D.C. Cir. 2002) (quoting Lomak Petroleum, Inc. v. FERC, 206 F.3d 1193, 1198 (D.C. 

Cir. 2000)) (alteration in original).  Even if the agency made “missteps . . . the burden is on 

petitioners to demonstrate that [the] ultimate conclusions are unreasonable.”  Nat’l Petrochemical 

& Refiners Ass’n v. EPA, 287 F.3d 1130, 1146 (D.C. Cir. 2002).  As explained in the argument 

which follows, Plaintiff has not met this burden. 

ARGUMENT 

Plaintiff contends that the provision of the MLA granting the Secretary authority to issue oil 

and gas leases limits his or her authority to administratively cancel such leases, except as provided 

in Section 31 of the Act.  Mot. 3 (citing 30 U.S.C. §§ 188(a), (b)).  Plaintiff makes this argument 

despite the Supreme Court’s clear pronouncement that Section 31 “leaves unaffected the 
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Secretary’s traditional administrative authority to cancel on the basis of pre-lease factors.”  

Boesche, 373 U.S. at 478-79.  Effectively, Plaintiff asks the Court to ignore the unanimous Boesche 

decision, but the Court is bound not only by its result, but also its rationale.  See Seminole Tribe of 

Fl. v. Florida, 517 U.S. 44, 67 (1996).  Federal Defendants address this and Plaintiff’s other 

arguments, including that Plaintiff is entitled to bona fide purchaser protection, that he was deprived 

of due process of law, and that the cancellation decision was untimely.  These contentions lack 

merit, as explained below.  

I.  The Secretary is Authorized to Cancel Leases Administratively. 

Plaintiff assails the cancellation decision by arguing that the MLA somehow limits Interior’s 

authority to administratively cancel leases once issued.  Mot. 20.  He argues that Congress 

“explicitly defined the limits of Interior’s authority,” id., but cites no provision of the Act 

containing such a definition.  Instead, Plaintiff makes a series of inferences from various legal 

sources which, in Plaintiff’s view, amount to a “decision to limit Interior’s cancellation authority.”  

Id. at 24.  Congress made no such “decision.”   

Statutes written in “broad, sweeping language should be given broad, sweeping 

application.”  Consumer Elecs. Ass’n v. FCC, 347 F.3d 291, 298 (D.C. Cir. 2003) (Roberts, J.) 

(citations omitted).  In accord with this principle, then-Secretary Jewell, acting through the Deputy 

Secretary, reasonably interpreted 43 U.S.C. § 2, which empowers the Secretary to “perform . . . all 

executive duties . . . in anywise respecting . . .  public lands,” as enabling her to “correct [an] 

error[]” of her predecessor, who had violated NEPA and the NHPA in issuing a lease to Moncrief’s 

predecessor-in-interest.  Boesche, 373 U.S. at 478.  The Secretary’s longstanding, consistent use of 

the authority to cancel a variety of leases, based on events that predate lease issuance, “surely tends 

to show that the [agency’s] current practice is a reasonable and hence legitimate exercise” of his 
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power.  Entergy, 556 U.S. at 224; see, e.g., D.M. Yates 74 IBLA 159 (1983); Estate of Glenn F. Coy 

Resource Service Co., 88 Interior Dec. 236 (IBLA 1981); Fortune Oil Co., 69 IBLA 13, (1982); 

Penroc Oil Corp. et al, 84 IBLA 36 (1984); Sun Expl. & Prod. Co., 95 IBLA 140 (1987); see 

generally Knight v. United States, 142 U.S. 161, 182 (1891).   

Despite this, Plaintiff argues that Congress has provided “only three circumstances” 

allowing for lease cancellation: 

(1) Interior may institute judicial proceedings in federal district court to cancel a 
lease held in violation of the MLA, unless the current leaseholder is a bona fide 
purchaser. 30 U.S.C. § 184(h)(1), (h)(2). 
 
(2) Interior may also bring suit in federal district court to cancel a lease when a 
lessee has violated the statute, regulations, or the lease itself. Id.§ 188(a). 
 
(3) Interior may administratively cancel a non-producing lease where the lessee 
is in violation of lease provisions after at least 30-days’ notice. Id. § 188(b). A 
producing lease is instead subject to cancellation under 30 U.S.C. § 188(a). 

 
Mot. 3.  But Interior’s cancellation authority is not limited to these three circumstances, nor do 

limitations pertaining to these circumstances apply to the cancellation decision at issue here.  The 

first circumstance is simply irrelevant: the Moncrief lease was not cancelled because it was illegally 

held.  It was cancelled because it was improperly issued.  The provisions of Section 184 that 

Plaintiff cites pertain to illegal holdings – that is, “limitations on leases held, owned or controlled 

by persons, associations or corporations.” See 30 U.S.C. § 184 (section heading).   

The second and third circumstances are likewise irrelevant because they concern post-

leasing violations by the lessee, something not charged here.  For example, Section 188(a) 

authorizes judicial proceedings to cancel leases where “the lessee fails to comply with any of the 

provisions of this chapter, of the lease, or of the general regulations promulgated under this chapter 

and in force at the date of the lease[.]”  Section 188(b) authorizes administrative cancellation, on 
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thirty days’ notice, in the case of non-producing leases, where the lessee fails “to comply with any 

of the provisions of the lease,” subject to certain exceptions not relevant here.   

While Federal Defendants do not dispute Plaintiff’s characterization of the force and effect 

of these provisions individually, they disagree with the inference Plaintiff draws from their 

collective existence – to wit, that Congress “directed Interior to facilitate the leasing process, 

allowing Interior to interrupt the execution of rights under a lease only under limited 

circumstances.”  Mot. 4 (referring to the provisions set out in the block quote, supra 15).  This is 

incorrect.  Plaintiff cites no authority for his assertion that the MLA “limits the authority to 

administratively cancel [leases] once issued.”  Id. at 20. 

More importantly, however, Plaintiff’s inference-laden argument is foreclosed by the 

Supreme Court’s unanimous decision in Boesche, which held that Section 31 of the MLA (that is, 

the provisions discussed in the second and third circumstances in the block quote, supra 15) “leaves 

unaffected the Secretary’s traditional administrative authority to cancel on the basis of pre-lease 

factors.”  373 U.S. at 479 (emphasis added).  Although the “pre-lease factor[]” at issue in Boesche 

was violation of the MLA, the Court nonetheless discussed the Secretary’s “traditional 

administrative authority” as extending to pre-lease factors generally.  Id.   

As Boesche made clear, that provision circumscribes the cancellation authority “upon the 

failure of the lessee to comply with any of the provisions of the lease,” 30 U.S.C. § 188(b), but not 

upon the failure of a lease to issue lawfully in the first place.  The fact that Boesche involved a pre-

lease violation of the MLA, and not NEPA or the NHPA, is of no moment when it comes to the 

Secretary’s statutory power.  The salient point is that, in either instance, the Secretary cancelled the 

lease based on pre-lease factors.  As noted, Section 31 addresses cancellation based on post-lease 

factors.  The reasonableness of the Secretary’s interpretation is evident from the fact that it garnered 
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the support of all nine Justices of the Supreme Court.  See Boesche, 373 U.S. at 48 (“From the 

beginnings of the Mineral Leasing Act the Secretary has conceived that he had the power drawn in 

question here, and Congress has never interfered with its exercise.”); cf. McKay v. Wahlenmaier, 

226 F. 2d 35, 40 (D.C. Cir. 1955) (holding that the Secretary interpreted his cancellation authority 

too narrowly, when he declined to cancel a lease issued in violation of the regulations). 

In reaching its conclusion in Boesche, the Supreme Court engaged in a detailed review of 

the MLA and its underlying purpose, explaining that Congress had sought to “expand, not contract, 

the Secretary’s control over the mineral lands of the United States[.]”  Boesche, 373 U.S. at 481.  

Notably, prior to 1920 – when Congress, through the MLA, first established leasing as a means of 

developing federal energy resources – mineral operators generally proceeded under the Mining Law 

of 1872.  Upon demonstrating to the Department that mineral production would be economically 

viable, an operator proceeding under the Mining Law became entitled to a federal patent, conveying 

fee title and reducing the sovereign’s public domain lands.  By 1920, the shift in our Nation’s 

history from policies aimed at disposition of the public lands to policies favoring retention and 

conservation was well under way.1 That shift is reflected to a degree in the fact that a mineral lease 

does not give the lessee “anything approaching the full ownership of a fee patentee, nor does it 

convey an unencumbered interest in the minerals.”  Boesche, 373 U.S. at 478.  Rather, such leases 

are subject “to exacting restrictions and continuing supervision by the Secretary.”  Id. at 477-78. 

                                                 
1 See e.g., Southern Utah Wilderness Alliance v. Bureau of Land Mgmt., 425 F.3d 735, 740–41 
(10th Cir. 2005) (noting the historical congressional policy of promoting “the development of the 
unreserved public lands and their passage into private productive hands”); Cty. of Shoshone of 
Idaho v. United States, 912 F. Supp. 2d 912, 915 (D. Idaho 2012), aff'd sub nom. Cty. of 
Shoshone, Idaho v. United States, 589 F. App'x 834 (9th Cir. 2014) (noting that by 1976, 
Congress had “abandoned this approach to public lands by moving to a different policy which 
emphasized the retention of federal lands with an increased emphasis on conservation and 
preservation”).   
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Given this history and the purposes of the MLA, it is not surprising that the Court rejected 

the contention that the MLA demonstrated Congressional intent to restrict the Secretary’s 

administrative authority to cancel improperly issued leases.  See Boesche, 373 U.S. at 475 

(discussing petitioner’s contention, similar to Plaintiff’s in this case, that section 31 of the MLA “is 

the exclusive source of the Secretary’s power to forfeit a lease once it has been issued.”); id. at 478-

79 (holding that the statute on its face and the legislative history of the enactment “show that 

[section] 31 reaches only cancellations based on post-lease events and leaves unaffected the 

Secretary’s traditional administrative authority to cancel on the basis of pre-lease factors.”).   

Thus, Boesche not only forecloses Plaintiff’s narrow reading of the lease-cancellation 

authority, but also his argument that Section 31 of the MLA – by its structure and based on the 

exclusions Plaintiff wrongly perceives – bars cancellation of the lease.  Other courts, not feeling so 

constrained, have followed Boesche in circumstances where leases were issued based on mistakes 

made by the Secretary’s subordinates.  See Griffin & Griffin Expl., LLC v. United States, 116 Fed. 

Cl. 163, 176 (2014) (recognizing the Secretary of Interior’s authority to “correct the mistakes of his 

subordinates” by cancelling a lease that was invalidly issued due to a pre-existing lease); Grynberg 

v. Kempthorne, No. 06-cv-01878, 2008 WL 2445564, at *4 (D. Colo. June 16, 2008) (relying on 

Boesche to conclude the Secretary had authority to cancel a lease that was issued without Forest 

Service review as required by regulation); see also Hannifin v. Morton, 444 F.2d 200, 202 (10th 

Cir. 1971) (noting the Secretary’s broad authority under Boesche in sustaining imposition of a fee 

on applicants who sought prospecting permits on federal sulphur lands before the fee was 

announced).  Moreover, Plaintiff’s contention that Section 31 provides the only circumstances 

under which a lease may be cancelled makes no sense because it precludes the possibility that the 

parties might agree to or acquiesce in lease cancellation. 
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Plaintiff also takes exception with the cancellation decision’s reference to “inherent 

authority,” AR BLM-M000674, which Plaintiff misquotes as “inherent power,” arguing that an 

agency “literally has no power to act . . .” without Congressional authorization.  Mot. 20 (citations 

omitted).  Plaintiff misreads the cancellation decision, which stated that the Department has 

“inherent authority” to cancel leases, issued in violation of a statute or regulation, and that this 

authority derives from the Secretary’s “general managerial power over public lands,” which were 

granted by Title 43 of the Public Land Laws, as discussed, supra Section I (Legal Background).  

The cases cited by Plaintiff, Mot. 25, challenged claims of inherent authority in which statutory 

authorization was lacking.  See, e.g., La. Pub. Serv. Comm'n v. F.C.C., 476 U.S. 355, 374 (1986) 

(holding that an agency “may not confer power upon itself”); Cent. United Life Ins. Co. v. Burwell, 

827 F.3d 70, 73 (D.C. Cir. 2016) (rejecting what the court characterized as an attempt by the agency 

to amend the Public Health Service Act by rulemaking). 

Plaintiff also places considerable reliance on Pan American Petroleum Corp. v. Pierson, 

284 F.2d 649 (10th Cir. 1960), arguing that that Congress “did not leave room for administrative 

exceptions” and insisting that Congress “knew what it was doing when it carefully defined Interior’s 

authority” and “specifically declined to delegate the authority Interior claims here.” Mot. 23, citing Pan 

American, 284 F.2d at 655.  Boesche, however, rejected the Tenth Circuit’s view in Pan American.  

Boesche, 373 U.S. at 483; cf. United States v. Eaton Shale Co., 433 F. Supp. 1256, 1271 n.9 (D. 

Colo. 1977) (“Boesche reversed the position of the Tenth Circuit, which had held that a court order 

was required in order to annul or cancel an oil and gas lease”).     

In sum, Plaintiff asks the Court to disregard the Secretary’s existing practice and his long-

standing interpretations of the public land laws, as well as a substantial body of settled law, in 

arguing that the Secretary lacks administrative cancellation authority.  The Court should not do so. 
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II.  The MLA’s “Bona Fide Purchaser” Provisions Do Not Apply. 

In summary judgment briefing in Solenex, plaintiff argued that as a “bona fide purchaser,” it 

is protected from lease cancellation by its “bona fide purchaser” status under Section 27(h)(2) of the 

MLA. 30 U.S.C. § 184(h)(2).  Federal Defendants responded that this provision does not shield 

purchasers from lease cancellations based on violations of statutes other than the MLA.  The 

unambiguous language in Section 27(h) plainly states that the protections apply only to lease 

cancellations “for violation of any of the provisions of [the MLA].”  30 U.S.C. § 184(h)(2).  The 

Court must give this language effect.  See Zerilli v. Evening News Ass’n, 628 F.2d 217, 220 (D.C. 

Cir. 1980)  (“The starting point in construing any statute is the language of the statute itself, and if 

that language is clear, the judicial inquiry ends, for a court must give effect to a statute’s 

unambiguous meaning.”); see also Arlington Cent. Sch. Dist. Bd. of Educ. v. Murphy, 548 U.S. 291, 

296 (2006) (“We have ‘stated time and again that courts must presume that a legislature says in a 

statute what it means and means in a statute what it says there.’”) (quoting Conn. Nat’l Bank v. 

Germain, 503 U.S. 249, 253-54 (1992)).  “[T]he ‘strong presumption’ that a statute’s plain 

language expresses congressional intent is rebutted only in ‘rare and exceptional circumstances,’ 

where a contrary legislative intent is ‘clearly expressed.’” Williams v. Glickman, 936 F. Supp. 1, 4 

(D.D.C. 1996) (quoting Ardestani v. I.N.S., 502 U.S. 129, 135-36 (1991), implied overruling 

recognized on other grounds by Burch v. Sec’y of Health & Human Servs., No. 99-946V, 2010 WL 

1676767 (Fed. Cl. Apr. 9, 2010)).).  Because the statute’s language is clear, this Court’s inquiry is 

at an end, as its “sole function” is to “enforce [the statute] according to its terms.” Lamie v. U.S. Tr., 
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540 U.S. 526, 534 (2004) (quoting Hartford Underwriters Ins. Co. v. Union Planters Bank, N. A., 

530 U.S. 1, 6 (2000)).2 

Plaintiff ignores these considerations and argues that Interior has consistently interpreted the 

bona fide purchaser provisions to protect leaseholders from pre-lease violations of NEPA and MLA 

regulations.  Mot. 31.  In support, he cites the decision of the Interior Board of Land Appeals (“the 

Board”) in Clayton W. Williams, Jr., 103 IBLA 192 (1988), a lease cancellation challenge which 

recognized that leases issued in violation of NEPA are voidable, as the cancellation decision notes.  

AR BLM-M000674.  The decision challenged in that case recited two reasons for cancellation: first, 

that the lease contravened an agreement between BLM and the Forest Service, which was reflected 

in a series of letters, that certain lands in an environmentally sensitive area of the of the Bridger-

Teton National Forest would be withheld from leasing, pending completion of certain land use 

planning and supporting NEPA analysis; and second, that “preliminary environmental and planning 

assessments [had] identified the need for more comprehensive analyses in order to comply with 

requirements of NEPA and the Endangered Species Act.”  Id. at 200.  

                                                 
2 Should the Court conclude the language is not clear and examine the legislative history of Section 
27(h), such examination would show that the provision was aimed at protecting bona fide purchasers 
from cancellations arising solely out of MLA violations.  In the 1950s, individuals and corporations 
were fraudulently using “strawman” companies to avoid MLA limitations on total acreage that a 
single individual or company could hold.  S. Rep. No. 86-754, at 3 (1959); H. Rep. No. 86-1062 at 2-
3 (1959).  In January 1959, the Department cancelled 491 leases that violated acreage limitations.  H. 
Rep. No. 86-1062 at 2.  The cancellations caused “uncertainty and confusion” for leaseholders 
“because of the danger that somewhere in the chain of title of a lease one of its prior holders may 
have been in violation of the acreage limitation or other provisions of the act . . . .”  Id. at 3.  In 
response, Congress enacted Section 27(h) to “protect[] bona fide purchasers who have acquired and 
hold such leases in good faith from the consequences of a possible violation of some provision of the 
leasing act by a predecessor in title.” Id.  Thus, the legislative history confirms what the plain 
language of Section 27(h) states: that the provision was intended to protect bona fide purchasers from 
cancellations due to violations of the MLA only.  It was never intended to protect a purchaser from a 
cancellation due to a violation of another statute. 
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Despite recognizing that leases issued in violation of NEPA are voidable, the Board 

reversed BLM’s cancellation decision, finding the agency’s first stated reason invalid because the 

interagency agreement purported to effect a withdrawal of the lands in question without complying 

with the procedural requirements of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act (“FLPMA”), in 

particular, 43 U.S.C. § 1714 (codifying, limiting, and imposing procedural requirements on the 

executive’s pre-existing withdrawal authority).  Thus, the agreement could not “properly serve as a 

basis for the conclusion that [lease] issuance . . . was contrary to law and thus the lease was a nullity 

from its inception.”  Clayton W. Williams, Jr., 103 IBLA at 207.  As to the second point, the Board 

explained that the need for further NEPA review was not supported by the record and that the 

agency had made “essentially conclusory statements that further studies were needed, generally 

referencing the ‘high environmental sensitivity’ of the area.”  Id.  “Such generalized statements,” 

the Board explained, “do not provide sufficient support for cancellation of the lease in the instant 

case.” Id.  Moreover, record evidence reflected a Forest Service statement that “sufficient 

environmental analysis of lease impacts had occurred.”  Id. at 215.  

No comparable deficiency exists in this case.  The cancellation decision explained that 

reliance by the agencies on the EA completed by the Forest Service in 1981 for the original leasing 

decision was “illegal” and noted several judicial decisions requiring EISs to support oil and gas 

leasing.  AR BLM-M000674, citing Sierra Club v. Peterson, 717 F 2d 1409 (D.C. Cir. 1983), Bob 

Marshall All. v. Hodel, 852 F.2d 1223 (9th Cir. 1988); Conner v. Burford, 605 F. Supp. 107 (D. 

Mont. 1985), aff’d in part, 836 F.2d 1521, 1542 (9th Cir. 1988), opinion superseded, 848 F.2d 

1441, 1445 (9th Cir. 1988) (“the government violated NEPA when it sold non-NSO leases without 

an EIS”).  Thus, to the extent Clayton W. Williams, Jr., might be read to suggest that Section 27(h) 

prevents the Secretary from cancelling a lease issued in violation of a different statute, it directly 
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conflicts with the plain language of Section 27(h) and the Supreme Court’s decision in Boesche, 

and should not be followed by this Court. 

III.   Lease Cancellation was not Time-Barred 

Plaintiff contends that the lease cancellation decision was time barred by 28 U.S.C. § 2462, 

a statute of limitations which provides that  

an action, suit or proceeding for the enforcement of any civil fine, penalty, or 
forfeiture, pecuniary or otherwise, shall not be entertained unless commenced 
within five years from the date when the claim first accrued if, within the same 
period, the offender or the property is found within the United States in order that 
proper service may be made thereon. 

 
Id.  The provision is codified in Title 28, governing the judiciary and judicial procedure.  It has no 

application here because, as just discussed, the Secretary is authorized to cancel leases 

administratively and need not resort to judicial proceedings.  Further, the provision applies only to 

the types of civil actions authorized in the preceding statutory section, that is, 28 U.S.C. § 2461 

(entitled “Mode of Recovery”), which was enacted as part of the same public law, 62 Stat. 974 

(June 25, 1948).  That section states:  

Whenever a civil fine, penalty, or pecuniary forfeiture is prescribed for the 
violation of an Act of Congress without specifying the mode of recovery or 
enforcement thereof, it may be recovered in a civil action. 

  
28 U.S.C. § 2461(a).  The Department does not contend that Plaintiff has committed any violation 

of an Act of Congress, let alone one that prescribes a civil fine, penalty, or pecuniary forfeiture.  

Plaintiff cannot reasonably contend that an administrative decision to cancel a lease is tantamount 

to a civil action to recover money for violations of federal law.  The plain language of Title 28, 

Chapter163, which encompasses the two provisions set out above, precludes it. 
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IV.  Plaintiff was Afforded that Process which was Due. 

Plaintiff contends the Department denied his Due Process rights under the Fifth Amendment 

of the Constitution in making the cancellation decision without providing notice and an opportunity 

for a hearing.  The Court should reject these contentions as meritless for several reasons. 

First, in regard to notice, Plaintiff is incorrect.  On November 17, 2016, seven weeks prior to 

the cancellation decision, Mr. Donato Judice, BLM’s Deputy State Director for the 

Montana/Dakotas State Office, telephoned a representative of Moncrief Oil, Mr. David Kamber, 

and advised that the Moncrief lease would be cancelled.  AR BLM-M000665.  He followed up with 

an email that same day, providing information on other lease cancellations in the Badger-Two 

Medicine Area.  Id.  The record reflects that Plaintiff did in fact receive the notice, because six days 

later, on November 23, Mr. Thomas F. Reese (then counsel for Mr. Moncrief) wrote Mr. Judice to 

advise that, in his view, lease cancellation was illegal. AR BLM-M000009.  In the letter, Mr. Reese 

stated that his client had been informed that the lease “either has been or will be terminated.”  Id.  

Thus the letter not only establishes that notice occurred; it also refutes Plaintiff’s assertion that 

BLM merely advised that it “may be about to cancel the Moncrief Lease.”  Mot. 18.  To the 

contrary, Mr. Reese clearly understood that Mr. Moncrief had been advised that cancellation was a 

certainty.  On this record, it cannot be disputed that Plaintiff received unambiguous notice of the 

impending cancellation. 

Second, in regard to a hearing, Mr. Reese cited no authority requiring one, did not request 

one, and stated that his letter was “not an appeal.”  AR BLM-M000009.  Now Plaintiff complains 

that the Department forsook its “fundamental duty” to afford Plaintiff “an opportunity for a hearing 

prior to the cancellation of the Moncrief Lease.”  Mot. 18.  Despite characterizing the duty as 
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“fundamental,” Plaintiff cites no legal authority requiring such a hearing.  Federal Defendants now 

confirm there is no established procedure, regulation, or statute requiring a hearing.   

As the Supreme Court has explained, “due process is flexible and calls for such procedural 

protections as the particular situation demands.”  Morrissey v. Brewer, 408 U.S. 471, 481 (1972). 

Consideration of “what procedures due process may require under any given set of circumstances 

must begin with a determination of the precise nature of the government function involved as well 

as of the private interest that has been affected by governmental action.’”  Id., citing Cafeteria & 

Rest. Workers Union v. McElroy, 367 U.S. 886, 895 (1961). 

To say that the concept of due process is flexible does not mean that judges 
are at large to apply it to any and all relationships.  Its flexibility is in its 
scope once it has been determined that some process is due; it is a 
recognition that not all situations calling for procedural safeguards call for 
the same kind of procedure. 

 
Morrissey, 408 U.S. at 481. 

Importantly, Plaintiff in this case is receiving, through this very proceeding, virtually the 

same process he would be entitled to if the Department had initiated proceedings in U.S. District 

Court under either 30 U.S.C. § 184(h) (for leases held in violation of the MLA) or 30 U.S.C. § 

188(a) (for lessee default) (i.e., the first and second circumstances in the block quote, supra, p. 15).  

Moreover, the seven weeks’ advanced notice Plaintiff received greatly exceeded the thirty days’ 

notice he would be entitled to under 30 U.S.C. § 188(b), in an administrative proceeding to cancel a 

non-producing lease due to lessee default (i.e., the third circumstance in the block quote, supra, at 

15).  But more importantly, an examination of “the precise nature of the government function 

involved . . .,” Morrissey, 408 U.S. at 481, reveals that the defect here was legal, not fact-based, and 

involved significant, well-articulated shortcomings in NEPA and NHPA compliance.  The decision 

was founded on pre-lease factors that do not call into question actions of the lessee.  Mr. Reese’s 
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letter is in harmony with this conclusion, stating only legal reasons why cancellation is improper.  

AR BLM-M000009-M000010.  In fact, the letter does not present a single instance of factual 

disagreement.  In such circumstances, there is no need for, or utility in, a hearing.  This 

distinguishes the instant case from those arising in judicial challenges under Sections 184(h) and 

188(a), where fundamental principles of justice and fair play unquestionably demand that a lessee 

be permitted to present facts intended to show why a lease is, in fact, not held in violation of the 

MLA, or why the lessee’s conduct did not constitute a violation of the lease, the regulations, or 

statute.  Comparable circumstances are lacking here, thus rendering a hearing meaningless. 

            CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, the Court should grant the Defendants’ cross-motions for 

summary judgment, deny Plaintiff’s motion for summary judgment, and enter judgment for all 

Defendants. 

Respectfully submitted this 16th day of October, 2017. 
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